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Special metal hats featured prominently but some
went as far as whole body suits of metallic material
designed to deflect any sort of potentially harmful
rays. By this time of course the negative effects of
radiation exposure were well known, particularly
the ominously named X-Ray which sounded very
Science Fiction indeed.
All the space heroes had special guns which also
emitted rays, stun rays, death rays and other
obscure rays for any purpose Buck Rogers might
require. Most of these were directed at people, or
aliens but some had the potential to cause global
catastrophe in the hands of an evil megalomaniac
villain. From James Bond to Star Wars the power
of the ray has been paramount. Tasers, Phasers,
Lasers, the list goes on now in the real world.
Refuge – Tristan Stowards
As a young child trying to build a crystal set
I learned about radio waves. Naturally I was
fascinated by the concept that I could construct a
relatively simple device to capture those invisible
waves and that my little construction could turn
them into voices and music (and of course cricket
commentary). My world expanded instantaneously.
This was nothing short of magical. What was even
more magical was that these waves were passing
through the environment all the time. I later learned
that many other invisible waves were also passing
through the environment, cosmic rays and light rays
to name but two. What slightly disturbed me was
that these rays were also passing through me; there
was nothing I could do about this.
In the fifties a number of whacky inventions
emerged from people who were also concerned
about the possible negative effects of certain rays.

I was fascinated but not really surprised to discover
that the signal emanations from Wi-Fi sources have
the capacity to debilitate people in ways which
can be life-altering. Tristan Stowards is one of
these people. In fact we may all be susceptible to
such debilitation through exposure, it’s just that in
Tristan’s case the effects are severe; he is, as he
states, ‘the canary in the mine’ in this case. In the
world we now inhabit it is not realistic to simply
retreat to a cave in a remote wilderness to manage
such issues, so we find ways to cope with or mitigate
these effects. How would we feel if we could isolate
ourselves from these and other potentially harmful
emanations? ‘Refuge’ is one such modest proposal.
This installation provides a group of constructions
made from insulation fabric and one is invited
to enter them and take temporary refuge from
Wi-Fi. What will be the result of this brief isolation?
The physiological effect will no doubt be virtually

unmeasurable but there remains the psychological
aspect. This installation is also about the effect of
removal in bringing about a different relationship
to self and the world beyond the silver barrier. The
shape of the refuges is determined by analysis of
the Wi-Fi wave form, so the ‘aesthetic’ is integrally
connected to and determined by the very wave
which makes the refuge necessary.
Tristan’s work has always
exhibited a wry response to
issues in the real world, often
through a very hand-made
or even DIY aesthetic. It
revels in its rawness, its sense
of ‘you could do this too’.
In that sense it is very easy
artwork to relate to and to
express a concept with the
simplest of means and basic
technologies. This, for me, is
part of the charm of Tristan’s
work, it’s unpretentious,
democratic and inclusive
character, it’s rapport with
the child in me that ‘made do’
with whatever was at hand.
As children we built cubby
houses, wherever we would with whatever was at
hand. Tristan discovered one of these on the alum
cliffs below Kingston and it is from this source that
the floor of these refuges is carpeted, tying us back
to the natural within a synthetic envelope. It seeks
to take us back to a more ‘natural’ space free
from the effects of the emanations created by our
technological inventions, (the irony does not escape

us). It’s all very physical, very basic and very tactile.
As children we also created refuges. A simple sheet
thrown over a table creates a mini-world into
which small children will inevitably scamper and
take immediate ownership. It is quite difficult to
explain why such a simple and tenuous device can
effectively isolate one from the world beyond, and
how much peace that withdrawal can evoke. The
mere act of closing one’s eyes for a brief period of
time in a crowded room can
have a powerful effect in
isolating one’s consciousness.
Entering these Poppa Bear,
Momma Bear and Baby
Bear refuges which Tristan
has created will have the
same effect and might leave
us feeling that we should do
this more often. It might also
remind us to think about how
we should use technology
more wisely so that it is
more in tune with what
we are, animals that have
considerable
intelligence
but little wisdom. Maybe
we should think more about
what we really need instead
of what we merely want. Maybe, just maybe, we
should heed that child’s voice too and make more
with what we have instead of always looking for
solutions from outside.
We may be running the risk of losing touch with
our own bodies, failing to heed the subtle messages
and questions emanating from our own physical

being. This work is a stark reminder to respond to
our physical and psychological selves and to place
ourselves in a more active space with regard to the
ways in which our technologies are really shaping
us.
Seán Kelly

Refuge was opened by Seán Kelly on 26 September
2014
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BIOGRAPHY – tristan stowards
Tristan Stowards works across visual art and
performance. His practise originates in the
everyday, prompted by a pressing need to
be solved. Stowards proposes solutions for
a sustainable future, for telecommunications,
transport, shelter, and puppets, among other things.
Striving for beauty (Stowards is, unfashionably,
interested in making contemporary art that is
pleasing to the eye) is pitted against a shedful
collection of steel, cardboard, masking tape, a
welder and needle and thread. A recovering actor,
Stowards sees the body as a tool for mark-making
in space and time. He is a long-term contributor to
‘the Village of New Performance’, a past board
member of various Hobart Artist Run Initiatives, and
has exhibited in solo and curated shows in Tasmania
and Victoria. He holds lectures on automotive
history and produced the much loved radio series
‘Don’t Scratch the Duco’ on Edge Radio, 99.3fm. He
is a graduate of the Tasmanian School of Art.

